


    I held meetings in about a dozen places in the north and in other parts of Canada with over 100 
groups or individuals. Sometimes it was one person. Mr. Bevington and I met at one point, and at 
other times we met with groups of people, or I met with groups of people 



specific grounds. One is that the system is far too complicated, and second, there is not the 
capacity in the various boards that exist in the north to perform the duties that you would expect 
from a regulatory body.  
    I should outline at this stage that my count—and there were different counts of how many 
regulatory bodies exist in the north—as well as I could do it, was 17 regulatory bodies in the 
Mackenzie Valley, all dealing with resource development. As I say, that adds a huge amount of 
complexity and in many ways under-delivers fr











    The member for Western Arctic, go ahead with your question. 
 
Mr. Dennis Bevington (Western Arctic, NDP)

   Anyhow, to start off, I can agree totally w 



suggesting that the way that comes about is through the land use plans, where areas are decided 
as to whether or not they are subject to development and, secondly, with respect to the 
composition of the regulatory body, if it were restructured into one, where the local community 
has some say as to who's going to be on that board. 
    Mr. Bevington, I wonder if I can address the question that you asked. I think it's a good one, 
and that is, you really only apply to one board, therefore why am I sugge



    Raised in Parliament-- 





The Chair:  
    Thank you, Mr. Duncan. 
    We will now go to the second round. 
    Mr. Russel, you have five minutes. 
 
Mr. Todd Russell (Labrador, Lib.):  
    Thank you, Mr. Chair. 
    Good morning, Mr. McCrank. It's good to have you with us.  
    I want to follow up on some of the line of questioning that has taken place around the table. 
     When I read your recommendations, it seems to me that many of them are predicated on 
proper implementation of the land claims agreements themselves. For instance, there are the land 
use plans, which are usually part of the land claims agreements. We've heard a number of 



 
Mr. Todd Russell:  
    So if we had capacity and we had consistency, would we need restructuring? 
 
Mr. Neil McCrank:  
    If you had the capacity I'm talking about in terms of professional regulatory bodies--and again, 
I use the word “professional” advisedly--and consistency across the boards, you probably would 
not, but I don't think you're going to be able to get there from here. 
 
Mr. Todd Russell:  
    You could have capacity and consistency problems with two as opposed to 17. 
 
Mr. Neil McCrank:  
    You're absolutely right. 
 
Mr. Todd Russell:  
    So it depends on which way you want to look at this, I guess. It seems to me that restructuring 



























Mr. Neil McCrank:  
    The only recommendation I would make is to just seek them out. I think one of the major 
responses of the NWT to my report was that the land use plans have to be complete. All the 
aboriginal communities I met talked the same way and said that land use planning is a key to this 
function. They just couldn't get it, seemingly, through the processandI 









    Well, I certainly heard comments about intervenor funding in the course of my review, leaving 
aside the reviews they're having in the Yukon and in Nunavut, though I didn't know about the 
latter specifically. 
    I did not address that issue in my document. It's a minefield when we talk about intervenor 
funding, as we all know. The only similar comment I made was that if we were to release some 
of the local leaders from respons


